Voices of Madness in Foucault and Kierkegaard
Heather C. Ohaneson | International Journal for Philosophy of Religion
"The central idea of this paper is that Michel Foucault and Søren Kierkegaard are unexpected allies in the investigation into the relation between madness and reason. These thinkers criticize reason’s presumption of purity and call into question reason’s isolation from madness."

Reconfiguring Non-Domination: Green Politics From Pre-Emption To Inoperosity
Luigi Pellizzoni | Critical Review of International Social and Political Philosophy
"...The modes of domination change over time... The paper explores the connection between non-domination and inoperosity. The latter does not mean passivity, resignation, but action free from the compulsion to achieve and expand. Non-domination requires recognition of limits as constitutive of the relationship with oneself and the world."

The Macbeth of the American West: Tragedy, Genre and Landscape in Breaking Bad
"This article explores the AMC television series, Breaking Bad (2008-2013), through the lens of tragedy as it pertains to the American West... The series... presents a powerful counterargument to George Steiner’s 1961 classic The Death of Tragedy and suggests that the American West on TV can be seen as an appropriate dramatic stage for new forms of tragic narrative."

The Twentieth Century German Art Exhibition: Answering Degenerate Art in 1930s London
Philip McEvansoneya | Journal of the History of Collections
"In the summer of 1938, an exhibition of modern German art was mounted in London... The event was unmistakably a riposte to two series of exhibitions in Germany: on the one hand, those of entartete Kunst, or 'degenerate art', the work that had fallen foul of Nazi cultural values; and on the other the Große Deutsche Kunstausstellungen, or 'Great German Art Exhibitions', consisting of Nazi-approved art..."

Beyond a Spectacular Image of the Working Class
James Calder, Charlie Umland | New Political Science
"...This article aims to correct misunderstandings of the Situationist Internationale by emphasizing materialist elements within their critique of society. Additionally, the article will examine the SI's theoretical and practical work in May' 68 and beyond while applying these ideas to modern times and especially the uprising of the Yellow Vest movement throughout France."

The Interstitial Ascent of Talcott Parsons: Cross-Disciplinary Collaboration and Careerism At Harvard, 1927-1951
Lawrence T. Nichols | The American Sociologist
"...I consider how the interstitial academy at Harvard, as well as Talcott Parsons's navigation of it, facilitated his professional rise from a vulnerable young instructor in economics in 1927 to one of the most prominent social scientists in the United States in 1951... The final and most important outcome of the process of upward mobility was the creation of a theory school that elevated Parsons to a unique status as the most boundary-spanning theorist of the social sciences."
Competing Explanations of Competing Explanations: Accounting for Conflict Between Scientific and Folk Explanations
Andrew Shtulman, Cristine H. Legare | Topics in Cognitive Science

"People who hold scientific explanations for natural phenomena also hold folk explanations, and the two types of explanations compete under some circumstances. Here, we explore the question of why folk explanations persist in the face of a well-understood scientific alternative, a phenomenon known as explanatory coexistence."

BOOKS

The Whole World Was Watching: Sport in the Cold War
Robert Edelman, Christopher Young | Stanford University Press

"In the Cold War era, the confrontation between capitalism and communism also played out in the realm of culture — and perhaps nowhere more so than the cultural phenomenon of sports, where the symbolic capital of athletic endeavor held up a mirror to the global contest for the sympathies of citizens worldwide."

African American Arts: Activism, Aesthetics, and Futurity
Sharrell D. Luckett | Bucknell University Press

"If we conceive the arts as critical to the legacy of Black activism in the United States, how can we use that construct to inform our understanding of the complicated intersections of African American activism and aesthetics?"

The Beethoven Syndrome: Hearing Music As Autobiography
Mark Evan Bonds | Oxford University Press

"The book suggests new - or rather, very old - ways of listening to music and allows us to hear Beethoven's music as his contemporaries may have heard it."

JOURNALISM & ESSAYS

Critical Regionalism for Our Time
Véronique Patteeuw | Architectural Review

"Kenneth Frampton coined the phrase Critical Regionalism to define the elements of topography, climate, light and tectonics fundamental to the art of building - these are equally valid today."

Art Is Fuelling the Protest Movements in Latin America
Gonzalo Casals | The Art Newspaper

"Demonstrators from Argentina to Puerto Rico are relying on traditional art forms, dances, and music to hold their leaders accountable."

David Goldblatt and the Indeterminate Landscape
Ella Mudie | Places Journal

"The South African photographer produced a powerful visual record of the nation's injustices during and after the apartheid era."

REPORTS, DISSERTATIONS, & MISCELLANEOUS

Habermas’s European Constitution: Catalyst, Reconstruction, Refounding
Neil Walker | Edinburgh School of Law

"The best understanding of the Habermasian position involves reconciling three treatments (constitution as political catalyst, as intellectual reconstruction, and as institutional refounding) within a single package."

Moral Universalism and the Structure of Ideology
Benjamin Enke, Ricardo Rodriguez-Padilla, Florian Zimmermann | Center for Economic Studies IFO Institute

"This paper confirms the idea of higher universalism among the Western political left by estimating the universalism of U.S. regions using large-scale donation data and linking this measure to local vote shares."
VIDEOS

Kings and Slaves: Diplomacy, Sovereignty, and Black Subjectivity in the Early Modern World
Herman Bennett | Brown University
“This talk focuses on early encounters between Europeans and Africans beginning in the 15th century, disrupting conventional ideas about the history of slavery.”

That Is How Billionaires Smoke: The Nouveau Riche of the Transition in Romanian Post-Communist Cinema
Alex Condrache, Olga Gontarska | European Network Remembrance and Solidarity
“This conference explores the still ongoing and dynamic process of memory sedimentation of the economic transformations, most of all the post-1989 changes in East-Central Europe, taking into account their contradictory valences.”

The Secret Wisdom of Nature
Peter Wohlleben | Politics and Prose
“Drawing on the latest scientific research and his own keen observations as both a forest ranger and, now, manager of a forest academy and eco-friendly woodland, Wohlleben shows how living creatures communicate with each other and with their environment and what happens when these mechanisms fail.”

PODCASTS

Immigrant Composers From Dvorak To Waxman To Bartok
Joshua Weilerstein | Sticky Notes
“There is an extremely significant set of composers who immigrated to the US. This episode explores their stories, and understanding the music they wrote once they arrived here.”

Can the Left Learn To Meme: Adorno, Video Gaming, and Stranger Things
Mike Watson | Parallax Views
"Taking in an array of cultural references from the contemporary art world, to cat memes, Stranger Things, the Kardashian-Jenners, the guest argues that there is positivity in millennial-era cultural production."

Proust’s Duchess: How Three Celebrated Women Captured the Imagination of Fin-De-Siecle Paris
Caroline Weber | New Books
"My greatest adventure was undoubtedly Proust. What is there left to write after that?‘ This is what Virginia Woolf said, full of admiration - and envy, too."
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